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Asimulation-basedworst-caseevaluation(WCE)methodforevaluatingtheperformanceofintegrated
chassis control (ICC) systems is reported in this paper. The ICC controller was developed based on
balanced objectives in controlling vehicle motions, with carefully selected thresholds and targets.
A trajectory optimisation problem which is deﬁned to identify the worst-possible excitation (e.g.,
steering) to the vehicle with ICC is solved via nonlinear programming (NLP) approach. Generation
of initial points is based on existing standard tests, engineering practice and linear control theories.
Vehicle response under the ICC control is evaluated using the CarSim software. The effectiveness
of the ICC system was examined by applying WCE procedure. In addition, WCE results provided
useful insight for improving the ICC design, which can be incorporated into the overall ICC design
and evaluation process.
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1. Introduction
The performance of vehicles is frequently assessed by government agencies through well-
deﬁned standard tests. The test results are then published through New Car Assessment
Programs, which has become critical in consumer purchase decisions. In the US, rollover
propensity is assessed through a 5-star rating system, which is based on static stability fac-
tor plus a correction based on ﬁshhook test. The ﬁshhook maneuver is selected by National
Highway Transportation Administration (NHTSA) based on objectivity, repeatability, per-
formabilityanddiscriminatorycapability[1].Startingfromthelate1990’s,electronicstability
control (ESC) systems quickly penetrate the market as an important active safety device. Car
companies soon realised ESC is a relatively cost-effective way to boost the rollover star rating
of a SUV or light trucks. For example, if wheel lift-off occurs during the dynamic ﬁshhook
testing, the star rating may be reduced from the vehicle’s static-stability-factor (SSF) star des-
ignation to a lower rating. Instead of redesigning the vehicle chassis or weight distributions,
ESC can be calibrated to avoid wheel lift-off and thus improve the rollover star rating.
NHTSAnowfacesanewanddifﬁcultproblemindesigningasimple,repeatableandreliable
way to assess the performance of vehicles with smart chassis control systems. The problem
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is analogous to assessing the learning of students. Traditional ‘standard test’ procedure is
akin to announcing the exam questions ahead of time, and then trying to assess learning by
grading the exam papers. Is it possible some ‘students’may do a great job answering the exam
questions but otherwise learn very little about the rest of the course material? With ‘students’
armedwithadvancedchassiscontrolsystemswhichcanbeeasilytunedforanypre-announced
standardtest,theteacher(NHTSA)needstoﬁndarevolutionarywaytoassesslearning(safety
performance).What we present in this paper, is a new ‘testing’concept, which will reﬂect the
safety performance of vehicles with active control under a broad range of maneuvers, instead
of only under a couple of pre-deﬁned maneuvers.
This new testing method, we believe, needs to have three major characteristics: (1) The
test maneuver cannot be one-size-ﬁt-all. Instead, it needs to create customised test maneuvers
for each vehicle; (2) The test needs to be simulation-based, instead of experiment-based; and
(3) The test needs to be based on comprehensive and rich test maneuvers; instead of relying
on a handful of test maneuvers. These three characteristics are discussed separately in the
following.
Thecurrentstandardtestpracticealsofacesanothermajorhurdle:experimentalevaluations
are, by nature, expensive, time-consuming and with low-repeatability because of the large
number of uncontrolled variables and parameters such as tyre wear and road friction.
For vehicles with active safety systems, ensuring their functionality under extreme circum-
stances is a critical issue. Large test matrices can be deﬁned to evaluate the active safety
systems iteratively. To avoid time-consuming ﬁeld testing, computer simulations can be used
to systematically search for worst-cases situations, i.e., potential cases when the active safety
systems fail to perform satisfactorily. The worst-case evaluation (WCE) methodology is an
emerging ﬁeld which has the potential to accelerate the development of vehicle active safety
systems[2],byreplacinglengthyﬁeldtestsandcalibrationwithelaborativenumericalsimula-
tions.Theproblemofworst-casedisturbancegenerationiscloselyrelatedtotherobustcontrol
problem, with the later focusing on the control design rather than disturbance generation. The
solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman equations is derived by variational calculus as the
solutionoftheworst-caseproblem[3].Theworstboundedinputsoflinearsystemsaredeﬁned
bydeterminingtheworstinputsderivedfromtheimpulseresponses[4].WCEforgroundvehi-
clesandtheircontrolsystemhadbeenattemptedintheliterature[5,6].Thefocusofref.[5]was
rollover and jackkniﬁng of articulated vehicles using the worst-case evaluation methodology.
Theapproachisbasedonthedynamicgametheorythatcontrolinputsanddisturbancesinputs
compete to obtain optimal solutions, which leads to a two-player problem. The approach in
ref. [6] is numerical in nature, with the vehicle plus its control system treated as a modiﬁed
dynamic system.The one-player problem is solved numerically through the iterative dynamic
programming method.
The WCE problem solved in this paper is similar to that of ref. [6]. It aims to solve the
worst-casedisturbanceproblemasaone-playerproblem,withthedriversteeringinputtreated
as the only disturbance signal trying to optimise a selected cost function. The ﬁrst step in
the WCE process involves the development of a proper simulation model. Vehicle models
suitable for integrated classic control (ICC) design and evaluation must be accurate enough
under extreme maneuvers and in the meantime easy to be integrated with ICC controller and
theWCEoptimisationsoftware.BecauseICCsystemsoperateundernear-incidentconditions,
the accuracy of the model under severe maneuvers is crucial. In the ICC design, we focus on
the integration of a differential braking function ESC and a suspension function (continuous
damping control, (CDC)). This relatively simple ICC conﬁguration makes it easier to study
the integration and interaction of the vehicle control functions. The core of the WCE pro-
cess is the development of a numerical method for the relatively complicated vehicle model.
The optimisation method needs to be fast and yet achieves acceptable convergence under
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Figure 1. Diagram of the worst case evaluation process.
nonlinear dynamics and constraints. Based on previous research results, we decided to apply
well-developed local search methods instead of global methods such as dynamic program-
ming. In this paper, two numerical methods based on mesh adaptive direct searching (MADS)
and sequential quadratic programming (SQP) are selected. Good initial point generation for
effective local searching by the developed numerical method must be followed. These overall
processes for WCE are shown in Figure 1.
2. Design of ICC system
TheICCisdesignedforimprovedridecomfort,lateralstability,side-slipcontrol,yawcontrol,
rollover prevention and wheel slip control [7]. The ICC control was designed at two levels.
At the upper level, the desired suspension damping and brake torques are calculated based on
yaw,sideslip,rollandrideconsiderations.Theservocontrolforthebrakingcontrolisrealised
based on a sliding mode control technology, which is modiﬁed slightly to avoid the complex
nonlinear form [8]. The braking forces are obtained by using the tyre ellipse concept [9]. This
ICC system is intended to emulate typical functions of a production ICC, and is designed to
be modular so that additional control systems can be added.
2.1. CDC system
The CDC system controls the sprung mass motion by changing the setting of the variable
dampers using solenoid valves.The control algorithm uses information such as vertical accel-
erationandvelocity,andsteeringinputtomanifestthebehaviourofthevehicleandtheintention
of the driver. In this paper, the focus is assumed to be rollover prevention, which aims to sta-
bilise vehicle motion resulted from driver’s steering during high-speed cornering [10]. The
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activation of lateral stability control is based on vehicle lateral acceleration, estimated from
the bicycle model:
ˆ ay = δ · u2
x ·

1 + (ux/uch)2−1 1
L
(1)
Thisestimatedaccelerationisabettersignaltousethanthatfromanaccelerometerbecauseof
itspredictivenatureandbecauseitislessvulnerabletoroadgradeandcross-talkdisturbances.
ThequalityoftheestimationprovidedbyEquation(1)dependsontheaccuracyofourestimate
ofcharacteristicspeed,whichdependsontyrecorneringstiffness.Inaddition,theeffectofroad
bankangleisnotconsidered.Theestimatedacceleration, ˆ ay iscomparedwithathresholdvalue,
athr
y to check the severity of rollover threat. If ˆ ay is larger than athr
y , the lateral stability control
is activated. Lateral stability control gain, Klat proportional to vehicle speed is calibrated and
then the desired damping torque calculated as T CDC
lat = Klat ·ˆ ay are applied to CDC dampers
at the four corners. The overall procedure is described in the ﬂow chart in Figure 2.
2.2. ESC system
The ESC system controls the braking forces of the four tyres to stabilise vehicle lateral, yaw
and roll motions. In the following we will deﬁne the major functions of the ESC system and
the target state values. The general ESC system (which includes theABS functions) includes
four control objectives. In the order of descending priority, these four functions are: wheel
slip control, rollover prevention control, yaw control and side slip control. The wheel slip
control is imposed to limit magnitude of the wheel slip to maintain 0.1∼0.2. The other three
control functions are active when threshold values are exceeded (roll and side slip) or when
the error is large (yaw).A desired yaw rate is calculated ﬁrst from linear vehicle steady-state
cornering [11]:
rd =
δ · ux
1 + (ux/uch)2 ·
1
L
(2)
This value is then saturated based on a nominal road friction value and vehicle forward speed
|rd| ≤ rlim =




μ · g
ux



 =




ay
ux



 (3)
The obtained desired yaw rate is used to calculate a yaw error,  r = rd − rm where rm is
measured yaw rate, based on which a yaw control command will be calculated. The limit for
the side slip angle, βthresh is chosen to be ﬁve degrees. When this threshold value is exceeded,
yaw moment will be requested to reduce the magnitude of the side slip angle to maintain
driver’s control authority.
Figure 2. Flow chart of the CDC algorithm.
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To improve the responsiveness of the control system, predicted vehicle roll rate, instead of
measured vehicle roll rate, is used. The predicted roll rate is calculated from
˙ φp(t) = ˙ φ(t + τ)= ˙ φ(t)+ ¨ φ · τ
= ˙ φ(t)+

−
kφ · φ(t)+ bφ · ˙ φ(t)
Ixx
+
mhRc
Ixx
· ay

· τ
(4)
where t is the present time and τ is the prediction time. The roll rate is predicted based on roll
rateatthepresenttimeandtherollacceleration.Therollaccelerationinformationisestimated
from a simple roll dynamic model. The overall ESC control logic is shown in Figure 3. The
desirable yaw rate is ﬁrst inferred from steering input and forward speed, which is saturated
according to Equation (3). In parallel, the side slip threshold and the critical roll rate of the
vehicle are derived according to the dynamic characteristics of the vehicle. The differences
between yaw rate, side slip and roll rate and their threshold values are then calculated. If the
difference is larger than the threshold gaps,  βthr, r thr and   ˙ φthr, the corresponding control
moduleisactivated.Thedesirablebrakeforceobtainedfromtheservocontrollerispassedonto
the brake system.The controller detects the vehicle turning direction based on the direction of
the lateral acceleration to select the wheels to be braked. The brake force is ﬁnally regulated
by wheel slip control to prevent wheel lock-up, which is based onABS system.
Before the CDC and ESC control commands are sent to the servo loop, an ICC master
needs to determine the ﬁnal control command based on prioritised control objectives. The
ESC control command will take priority over that of CDC and the individual control system
is operated in its priority sequence as explained above. Integration strategy in this paper is
based on the safety priority of the control elements.
Figure 3. Flow chart of the ESC control algorithm.
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3. The worst-case evaluation (WCE)
The WCE process is a good alternative to the current experiments-based evaluation process
for future vehicles, especially when they are equipped with active safety devices. The WCE
methodisasimulation-basedevaluationprocessthatidentiﬁesweaknessesofavehiclethrough
extensive numerical search. The simulation-based approach eliminates the effect of human
uncertainties. In addition, it allows a wide variety of scenarios, including those that are not
feasible or too costly in ﬁeld testing. Through extensive numerical search, WCE challenges
the vehicle with a large set of severe maneuvers and is a valuable asset in the development of
active safety systems.
Mathematically, WCE can be formulated as a trajectory optimisation problem, which
searches for the driver’s maneuvers that maximise a cost function, e.g., the 2-norm of vehicle
roll angle throughout the optimisation horizon. The numerical machine of WCE must be able
to accommodate problems with one or more of the following features: (i) nonlinear problems
with complex numerical subroutines (e.g., CarSim, Adams, etc.); (ii) problems with equal-
ity and/or inequality constraints; and (iii) performance index in non-accumulated form (e.g.,
inﬁnity norm).
The WCE problem is set up as follows. The time horizon is discretised into grid points
t0 = τ1 < ···<τ N−1 <τ N = tf (5)
wheret0:intialtimetf:ﬁnaltime.Thedisturbance(e.g.,steeringwheelangle)atthesediscrete
time grid points,wsw, are design variables to be solved for the optimisation problem but the
applied input is smoothed through interpolation (Figure 4)
wsw =[ w1
sw,w2
sw,...,wN−1
sw ,wN
sw] (6)
Based on our past experience, the Dynamic Programming method, which ensures global
optimality, is not practical for high-dimension dynamic systems due to the curse of dimen-
sionality. Based on the considerations regarding convergence and computational speed, we
choosetheSQPmethodandMADS.SQPisalocalsearchmethodbutisveryefﬁcientevenfor
high-dimensional problem due to its rich development history [12] andThe MADS algorithm
is a generalisation of the class of Generalised Pattern Search (GPS) algorithm, a derivative-
free method [13]. However, both methods are local search methods and thus global optimality
Figure 4. WCE problem setup.
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cannotbeguaranteed.Therefore,itiscriticaltoprovidearichsetofinitialguessofdisturbance
inputs.
The major pre-process ofWCE program is the application of constraints and an initial point
allocation. In these processing, constraints such as magnitude saturation and rate limits are
imposed. The initial point generation is the most critical part of WCE. Since both numerical
methods search locally, initial points that are rich and ‘bad enough’ are critical for reaching
an array of local optimal that truly reﬂect the safety performance. A common practice in
generating initial points for local search methods such as SQP is to start form pseudo-random
points.The idea is to cover the high dimensionality of the disturbance inputs in a systematical
way for richness. Some of the initial points used in our WCE program will be generated in
this pseudo-random fashion. However, we put more emphasis on another generation method
– to leverage existing standard test, engineering practice and controls theory. Adoption of
common testing maneuvers developed by vehicle safety research group such as NHTSA and
University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) are very appropriate.
In addition, linear systems analysis, e.g., worst allowable persistent bounded disturbance
(WAPBD) [4] also provides useful insight into disturbance input generation. This concept
generates worst-case input based on impulse response of a linear time invariant (LTI) system.
The procedure is depicted in Figure 5. First, g(t), the impulse response due to steering input is
obtained.Theresponseistrimmedat3%steady-stateerrorandthetimespan,T isdetermined.
The worst persistent disturbance, w0(t,T) for t ∈[ 0,T] is then obtained from w0(t,T) =
sign{g(T − t)}. Assuming that the maximum steering value is δmax, then a good initial point
is δmax · sign{g(T − t)}.
The worst case steering inputs based on various initial points are shown in Table 1. The
steeringangleisconstrainedatthelevelspeciﬁedintheNHTSAFishhooktest.Allthesearched
maneuvers generate large roll angle which almost leads to rollovers. The WAPBD method-
based searching actually identiﬁes a good initial guess which leads to rollover after the local
search.
Despite the fact both SQP and MADS are local-search methods, if a large number of
iterations is allowed, both methods were found to ﬁnd local optimum that is quite different
fromtheinitialguess.Onesuchexampleisillustratedbelow.Inthisexample,thecostfunction
to be minimised is selected to be J = 2000/|φmax|2. From the initial condition usingWAPBD
explained in the above, both MADS and SQP methods are invoked and the better result is
presented as the ﬁnal WCE local optimum maneuver.
Figure 5. The initial point obtained from the impulse-response-based WAPBD approach.
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Table 1. Damageinducedbytheleft-handwheelontheﬁrst10
sleeper and fasteners components, based on measurements and
photo documentation at Bomansberget incident.
δmax: 290deg ˙ δmax: 1000deg/s Vehicle speed:80kph
Middle size SUV φmax: Maximum roll angle
NHTSA Fishhook 14.6
Initial NHTSA sine-dwell 13.9
points Frequecy:0.1∼0.5Hz 13.8
WAPBD method Rollover
Figure 6. MADS searching history J = 2000/|φmax|2.
The searching history of the MADS method is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the
solutionmaybestuckatacertaincostfunctionvalueforextendednumberofiterationsbeforeit
suddenlybreaklooseandﬁndsabetteroptimumpoint.Thisistypicaloflocalsearchmethods,
which demonstrates the need to allow large numbers of iterations.
Both SQP and MADS methods were able to cause rollover, under the same initial condition
as shown in Figure 7. Detailed evaluation results are shown in Table 2. The performance of
the two solutions is the same (J = 0.31) despite the fact the steering angle and vehicle roll
Figure 7. Worst case results from SQP & MADS ux = 82kph,μ= 0.9.
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Table 2. WCE search results.
Evaluation Convergence Final cost
Iteration # function tolerance function
SQP 74 2019 0.001 0.31
MADS 349 729 0.001 0.31
Figure 8. Comparison between standard Fishhook and the worst-case maneuver for a middle size SUV.
motions are different. This indicates that they converge to different local minima, both of
which are of interest in understanding the performance of the vehicle ICC system.
The effectiveness of the obtained worst-case maneuver (from SQP) is compared against
a standard rollover test, the NHTSA Fishhook test. As shown in Figure 8, the vehicle rolls
over under the WCE steering but not under the standard ﬁshhook test. What is even more
interesting is that we are able to repeat the same process and achieve rollover even when the
initial vehicle speed is 10kph lower than that of the ﬁshhook test (Figure 8).
4. Rollover Prevention (ROP) design based on WCE
In this section, the ROP control strategy, one of ICC objectives is redesigned using the WCE
results. The original ICC design is ﬁrst evaluated using the WCE method presented in the
previous section. The identiﬁed maneuver exposes potential risk of the ICC design used to
obtain improved ICC.
ESC control strategies can be tuned according to the dynamic characteristics of the cor-
responding vehicle. Here our strategies via worst case-based reasoning are categorised into
three control cases: single wheel (SW) braking, multiple wheels (MW) braking with anti-
lock braking (ABS) and MW braking without ABS which means allowing wheel-locking.
MW braking applications are used when the main goal is to regulate vehicle roll motion. SW
braking at the front outside tyre is used for yaw moment stabilisation. Wheel braking at the
rear outside wheel encompasses both functions with respect to the stabilisation of the vehicle
planar yaw motion. One is the increasing of yaw moment via generated braking force and
the other is the decreasing of yaw moment via reduced lateral force. An important decision
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point for ROP is whether wheel locking is permitted or not during the generation of braking
forces. Wheel locking may be detrimental to vehicle handling response because of tyre force
saturation. However, given the fact rollover events are extremely fatal, the ROP functionality
may be given higher priority to other vehicle control objectives.
The NHTSA sine-dwell test speciﬁcation [14] is applied to the Big SUV with high C.G,
which is selected to observe the contribution of ESC ROP functionality to the target vehicle
more clearly. Simulation is executed iteratively with increasing initial longitudinal speed
from 80kph. To determine ROP control strategy suitable to this big SUV, comparison tests
simulation of the respective control strategy were attempted by WCE procedure regarding
rollover.
First,ROPstrategybasedonSWbrakingwithABSisevaluatedasFigure9,whichshowsthat
WCEmaneuvercausesrolloverwhilerolloverdoesnotoccurinthesine-dwelltestsimulation.
ThroughWCE procedure, we could ﬁnd that SW braking fails to prevent rollover of the SUV.
TheWCEproceduresareconductedtoinvestigatewheellockingeffectfortheROPcontrol.
As shown in Figure 10, ROP control withABS fails to prevent rollover because wheel locking
command blocks the braking force generation at the outside wheels. MW braking without
ABS succeeded in preventing rollover by generating the desired braking force, which reduce
cornering forces and create compensated yaw moment regardless wheel-locking phenomena.
Thebrakingforcesweregeneratedduringthewheellockingsituationasshownbrakingcontrol
outputs Fx and wheel locking ﬂag in the third row of Figure 10.
Table3summarisedimportantresultsobtainedfromtheWCEevaluationprocess.Asshown
inthistable,CDCisnotveryeffectiveinpreventingrolloverbutESCisabletostabilisevehicle
roll motion under NHTSA standard test maneuver. It can be seen that MW braking without
ABS stabilises the vehicle better than other control strategies.
The cost function to be minimised is the same as the one used in Section 3 (J =
2000/|φmax|2), which seeks for disturbance signal that generates large roll motions.TheWCE
results are obtained by 10 initial points including standard test maneuvers, the resonance
characteristics analysis, WAPBD and etc. The SQP and MADS algorithms are then used to
ﬁnd local optimum. The results with the maximum roll angle are then reported in the table –
Figure 9. Comparison test simulation of NHTSA sine-dwell and WCE regarding SW braking ROP.
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Figure 10. WCE results for comparing the performance of ROP withABS and withoutABS.
Table 3. WCE results at various initial speed and different ICC braking strategy.
Standard test simulation
WCE (NHTSA sine-dwell and Fishhook)
|φmax|
Control strategy/Speed [kph] 80 90 100 110 80 90 100 110
CDC control* Roll Roll Roll Roll Roll Roll Roll Roll
over over over over over over over over
One Wheel Roll Roll Roll Roll 10.1 11.2 13.4 13.13
over over over over
Multi Without Roll Roll Roll Roll 9.5 10.0 Roll Roll
wheel wheel over over over over over over
locking
With wheel 10.2 10.8 10.8 11.3 9.1 9.9 10.7 11.0
locking
which represent our best effort to obtain the worst-case maneuver that induces rollover. For
the‘standardtest’columns,simulationresultsfromNHTSAsine-dwellandFishhooktestsare
obtained and the maximum roll angle is reported. When SW braking and MW braking with
ABS is applied, WCE identiﬁed steering inputs that result in rollover for the target vehicle
under all vehicle speeds. The performance of MW braking without ABS is able to achieve
successful rollover prevention.
5. Conclusions
The development and evaluation of an ICC systems based on a WCE process are reported
in this paper. The ICC system studied in this paper includes an ESC sub-system and a CDC
sub-system. The ICC system is designed considering lateral stability control, yaw control,
side-slip control, rollover prevention control and wheel slip control. The simulation-based
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WCE evaluation procedure aims to ﬁnd worst possible disturbance (e.g., driver’s steering
input) for selected vehicle motion (e.g., rollover). Because of the high system dimension, two
localsearchmethods,SQPandMADSareused.Asetofinitialpointscompiledfromcommon
practice used in the automotive ﬁeld testing, plus procedures motivated by control theories are
suggested. The WAPBD theory provided an effective starting point in searching for the worst
case maneuver for rollover.
The WCE process is described and its results assessing rollover prevention (ROP) perfor-
mance are presented. Through this WCE, ESC’s ROP performance is veriﬁed compared with
CDC’s. Development of ESC ROP strategy was achieved with WCE procedure. The result
showed that MW braking withoutABS is more robust in preventing rollover than SW braking
or MW braking withABS.
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